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You may not know it, but this past Friday was a holiday.  Not May Day; that’s not recognized here in 
America.  No, I am talking about International No Pants Day.  For those of you who are unfamiliar with 
the holiday, No Pants Day has been celebrated annually on the first Friday of May ever since its 
beginnings at the University of Texas at Austin in 1997.  It is a day when everyone is encouraged to 
shed those confining trousers and sped the day otherwise attired in their favorite boxers or some 
suitably modest alternative.  And it is definitely not to be confused with the April antics of an ultimate 
Frisbee team at the University of Oregon, whose season was recently ended after several of their 
players decided to play without anything covering their lower half, including undergarments.  In 
contrast, No Pants Day is just a silly holiday that celebrates not taking yourself too seriously – which is 
good, because it is very hard to take yourself seriously when you are not wearing any pants.  If you 
want to know more, you can always check it out at www.nopantsday.com and get ideas for next year.   

I share all this not only because I find it amusing (and hope some of you will too), but also because it 
relates directly to a certain story told by the Danish philosopher and theologian Soren Kierkegaard, who 
often made his points with whimsical parables.  The tale goes like this:   

One day, a man was walking down a street in Copenhagen when he noticed a huge sign in a store 
window that said, “Pants Pressed Here.”  He paused, looked down at his own pants, and saw that they 
were quite wrinkled.  So he decided to stop at the shop and get his pants pressed.  He entered the 
store, walked up to the counter, and proceeded to remove his pants.  (Apparently, this was the kind of 
thing you could do in Denmark in those days)  The clerk, however, was shocked, and quickly blurted 
out, “Sir, what are you doing?”  “I’d like to have my pants pressed, please,” he replied as he handed his 
pants to the clerk.  “I beg your pardon?” said the clerk, quite puzzled.  “Well,” the man said, “I saw your 
sign out front, and I would like to have my pants pressed.”  “Oh that,” said the clerk with a grin now 
spreading across his face, “I’m afraid I can’t do that for you – you see, we don’t actually press pants 
here.  We make signs, and that’s just one of our display models.”   

As was the case with most of Kierkegaard’s parables, this pants story is really about the church.  
Because in his eyes, the church is like that store – our signs don’t always match our business.  We 
advertise and promote ourselves as people who love others as we love ourselves, and we say that we 
are all about continuing the work of Jesus in today’s world.  But much of the time, we are more 
concerned with the quality of our signs than with the quality of the work the signs are supposed to 
advertise.   

Think about all the messages that are put out by Christians and churches: “Everyone welcome”; “Living 
for Jesus”; “Blessed are the Peacemakers."  “In God we Trust”.  These “signs” are supposed to say 
who we are and what we are all about.  But sadly they often function like that sign in Kierkegaard’s 
parable.  People see the signs and they come to us expecting and longing to see Christ-like love and 
the on-going work of Jesus.  What they find more often resembles a social club or a family reunion, or 
worse yet, a political rally, a courtroom, or even a battleground.  If we carry Kierkegaard’s metaphor 
through, you might say that these folks who expect our business to match our signs get caught with 
their pants down.   
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And after this happens a few times, word gets out.  To use Kierkegaard’s imagery, the people who live 
in the neighborhood know that that store doesn’t really press pants.  If they are looking for signs, they 
know someone who does a pretty good job, but when they need wrinkles ironed out of their trousers, 
they look elsewhere.   

Writer and activist Shaine Claiborne wrote a senior thesis not too long ago at Eastern University entitled 
“The American Jesus.”  And in his 2006 book entitled The Irresistible Revolution: Living as an Ordinary 
Radical, he writes about some of the research he did for that thesis.  He says, “I did a little survey, 
probing Christians about their conceptions of Jesus…I asked participants who claimed to be ‘strong 
followers of Jesus’ whether Jesus spent time with the poor.  Nearly 80% said yes.  Later in the survey, I 
sneaked in another question.  I asked the same group of strong followers whether they spent time with 
the poor, and less that 2% said they did.  I learned a powerful lesson: We can admire and worship 
Jesus without doing what he did. We can applaud what he preached and stood for without caring about 
the same things.  We can adore the cross without taking up ours.” 

I think this is the same idea Kierkegaard was getting at with his pants parable.  He was saying that 
Jesus was not looking for admirers and worshippers, but for followers and partners – people who would 
walk with him, participate in his work, and give their lives in his name for the things and people he cared 
about.  He was saying that Jesus wasn’t so much concerned about the signs we put up in his name, but 
rather whether we give our lives to his mission. 

I think this is the heart of the scripture we read this morning from the 1st letter of John.  It says that 
because Jesus laid down his life for us and because we are his followers we ought to lay down our lives 
for one another.  How, he asks, could God’s love abide in anyone who has the ability and power to do 
good and sees a brother or sister in need and yet refuses to help?  Eugene Peterson’s paraphrase is 
illuminating: “We ought to live sacrificially…and not just be out for ourselves.  If you see some brother 
or sister in need and have the means to do something about it but turn a cold shoulder and do nothing, 
what happens to God’s love?  It disappears.  And you made it disappear.” 

Far too often, we as Christians are content to put up signs about love without being in the business of 
showing love – the kind of love that leads one to lay down their life for others.  Most of us would much 
rather participate in a fundraiser for the homeless than spend time getting forming friendships with 
those who call the streets their home.  Many of us would rather debate morality than reach out to those 
with whom we disagree.  We take stands on abortion and homosexuality and drug use without investing 
ourselves in forming real relationships that allow us to truly know those who struggle with unplanned 
pregnancies, sexual identity, or addictions.  Many of us would rather see a terrorist shot and killed than 
to love them and pray for them as Jesus taught us.  In general, we find it much simpler and more 
beneficial to define religious duty in terms of church attendance and financial support – to say religious 
things, attend religious groups, participate in religious projects and events, associate with religious 
people, and keep our own hands and noses clean, than to do the complicated and challenging and 
sacrificial work of truly laying down our lives for others – offering the love of Christ to those who are 
hurting, reaching out to the needy and broken of our communities, standing with those who are 
oppressed and outcast, resisting the dehumanization and exploitation of our fellow human beings, 
bringing the hope, joy, love, and peace of the Christ life to places that are ruled by despair, hate, fear, 
and violence.   

But we are called to love “not in word or speech, but in truth and action.”  Clarence Jordan’s translation 
of verse 18 puts it unmistakably, “Let’s not talk about love.  Let’s not sing about love.  Let’s put love into 
action and make it real.”   
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Claibourne writes, “When we get to heaven…I’m just not convinced Jesus is going to say, “When I was 
hungry, you gave a check to the United Way and they fed me,” or “When I was naked, you donated 
clothes to the Salvation Army and they clothed me.” Jesus is not seeking distant acts of charity. He 
seeks concrete acts of love: “You fed me…..you visited me in prison….you welcomed me into your 
home….you clothed me.” 

Our world is in desperate need of Christians who put the love of Christ into action and make it truly real 
for people.  Christ is in need of disciples who practice what they preach.  We need fewer followers to 
defend and uphold the pet issues of our present day and more people who defend and uphold the poor 
and the oppressed, fewer believers to work at building better programs and pursuing more useful 
degrees and more who are willing to work to build a just and humane social order and to pursue peace 
in our homes and our streets, within our families and among the nations.  We need fewer Christians 
who dress themselves up and wear Christian apparel and listen to Christian music and read Christian 
books and go to Christian concerts, and more Christians who are willing to be accused of the same 
crimes as the one they follow – associating with the so-called sinners and outcasts, taking risks to 
demonstrate and incarnate God’s love for all people, especially those most in need of that love. 

I have been spending a lot of time these days thinking about how we as Christians are perceived by 
those around us.  As part of my study with the Vital Pastors program, I recently read a book called They 
Like Jesus But Not The Church: Insights from Emerging Generations.  The author, Dan Kimball, is a 
leading voice in Young Adult Ministry, and this book is his effort to communicate to those in the church 
the reality of how they are often seen and perceived outside of the church.  His key premise is that 
while people in our culture are becoming more and more interested in and respectful of Jesus, very few 
people outside the church see the church in that same positive light.  In fact, he finds that many people, 
especially young adults, are put off by the church and by Christians in general, and don’t see the 
church as a place they would naturally go to seek God and spiritual growth.   

His research in the area has led him to identify six common perceptions of the church that are often 
held by those who have high views of Jesus, but low views of the church.  Those are: 

1. The church is an organized religion with a political agenda. 

2. The church is judgmental and negative. 

3. The church is dominated by males and oppresses females. 

4. The church is homophobic. 

5. The church arrogantly claims all other religions are wrong. 

6. The church is full of fundamentalists who take the whole bible literally. 

Now, Kimball is quick to say that just because these perceptions are widely held by those outside the 
church, that doesn’t mean they are true.  For many, these perceptions are based primarily or almost 
entirely on media images of the church or on one or two experiences with aggressive evangelists or 
overzealous acquaintances.  But as I read the book, I resonated with the stories that were told.  I know 
many, many people who feel about the church just like those he was describing.  I have gone to school 
with them, met them in the neighborhoods where I have lived.  Many of them have been youth or 
college students in my churches over the past 8 years.  And sometimes, I even find myself those who 
love Jesus, but not the church.   

And so I know there is truth in these perceptions, even if they are skewed and jaded.  And I have to 
wonder why that is.  Why do people outside the church have such a different view of Christians than 
those inside the church?   
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Which brings us to the scripture that we read this morning from Acts.  It is a part of a larger story, in 
which Peter and John are arrested by the religious authorities after healing a crippled beggar on their 
way to the temple and then proceeding to capitalize on the excitement and attention it caused to preach 
and teach about Jesus.  The section we read picks up the story the next day when Peter and John are 
brought before the scribes and elders as prisoners for questioning.  In this story, I see a connection to 
all those people who like Jesus but not the church.  Because whether we like it or not, the church today 
should probably best be linked with the elders and the scribes in this story.  As the voices of the 
religious institution, they nevertheless worked in the opposite direction of the Spirit.  Despite their claim 
to be representatives for God, and regardless of whether the sign out front said “Holy Temple” or 
“Home of God’s Presence”, their actions pitted them against the movement of God in history, and on 
that day they alienated themselves from at least 5000 people who had heard Peter’s preaching and 
believed.  Their actions pointed to themselves and to the institution, not God – no matter what their 
signs and credentials might have said.   

Such is the state of the church in our culture today.  Too often, the institution with all the signs talking 
about the love of Jesus and claiming the truth of God is perceived by outsiders as being involved in a 
much different, and far less holy business.  Instead of being the group of people who are known for 
their love of their fellow human beings, for their service to the poor and advocacy for the oppressed, or 
for their commitment to justice and care for creation, the church is becoming known for its culture of 
negativity and its political pressuring, for its domination by male leadership and its homophobic 
obsession, for its arrogant self-supremacy, and for using the bible as a weapon against those with 
whom it disagrees.   

Christ deserves better.  And the antidote is simple: “Let us love, not in word and speech, but in truth 
and action.”  This is the test of all our signs.  How we fare, and how we are perceived by others, 
depends on little else… 

 

Prayer 
 
Hear the prayers of our hearts, O God. 
 
Where there is pain, give signs of healing.   
Where there is guilt, give signs of forgiveness.   
Where there is doubt, give signs of faith. 
Where there is anger, give signs of peace. 
Where there is weariness, give signs of comfort. 
Where there is uncertainty, give signs of assurance. 
Where there is apathy, give sign of conviction. 
Where there is need, give signs of love. 
 
Grant these signs that we might know the freedom of a life enveloped and empowered by your 
Spirit.  Equip us to be not merely believers, but also followers of Jesus.  Give us the faith and the 
strength to live and to love not only in word and speech, but in truth and in action.  Give us the 
courage to be true Christians, to lay down our lives for others, to take up our cross, to follow Jesus, 
and to continue his work in our world. 
 
As we pray, so may we live, in his name… 
Amen 


